
Overview 

 

Our model for ratio sensor and comparator consists of four parts: ODE analysis, parameter 

sensitivity analysis, parameter sweep, stochastic analysis. ODE analysis is to examine the 

feasibility of our project, which also provides the foundation for next 3 sections of analysis. 

Through parameter sensitivity analysis, the vital parameters for the system are distinguished. And 

we could figure out appropriate ranges of the identified sensitive parameters by parameter sweep. 

At last, noise analysis based on the fixed ranges of sensitive parameters could simulate the real  

conditions in vivo. 

 

*1 Feasibility via ODE simulation *2 Figure out sensitive parameters in ternary 

system based on given parameter set 

 

 

*3 Sweep important parameters for optimized 

range 

*4 Noise analysis 

  

ODE simulation 

Aim: To verify feasibility of ratio sensor & comparator theoretically 

Steps: 

1. Establish ODE equations based on Mass-action law; 

2. Investigate reasonable parameter sets from previous researches; 

3. Simulation; 

4. Verify the feasibility of devices. 

Results: Both Ratio Sensor and Comparator are feasible within the affordable range in vivo. 

However, the parameter space of Ratio sensor is not wide enough, which adds uncertainty 

on constructing such a device. 

Background： 



Simulation based on mass-action law is a common method of modeling sRNA regulation[1]. 

Generally, we perform our simulation under the guidance given below: 

The differences on designation between ratio sensor and comparator is noted in the project page.  

 

Considering the RNA pairing reaction as chemical reaction,we will see the probability of collision 

is determined by their concentration, and the probability of pairing after collision is determined by 

their affinity(that is reaction constant k in mass-action law). 

 

 

Noting that the input(extra inducer concentration) controls alphas & alpham(RNA synthesis rate), 

we formulated the mechanism above quantitatively via a simple kinetic model(ODE model) for 

three RNA interaction. The model is cast in terms of two mass-action equations for the cellular 

concentrations of the sRNA ([s1],[s2]) and its target GFP mRNA ([m]): 

{
 
 

 
 
d[s1]

dt
= αs1 − β

s1
[s1] − ks[s1][s2] − km1[s1][m]

d[s2]

dt
= αs2 − β

s2
[s2] − ks[s1][s2] − km2[s2][m]

d[m]

dt
= αm − β

m
[m] − km1[s1][m] − km2[s2][m]

 

 

Parameter Meaning Range Dimension 

αs Transcription rate of target sRNA,it’s rational to assume 

αs1=αs2, because we chose same sRNA fusion scaffold 

0~40 nM/min 

αm Transcription rate of target mRNA 0~40 nM/min 

βs Decay rate of free sRNA,it’s rational to assume 

βs1=βs2,because we chose same sRNA fusion scaffold 

0.1~0.4 1/min 

βm Decay rate of free mRNA 0.01~0.2 1/min 

ks Binding rate of sRNA:sRNA complex 0.1~20 1/nM*min 

km Binding rate of sRNA:mRNA complex 0.1~10 1/nM*min 

1.Ordinary differential 

equation(ODE) 

simulation based on 

mass-action law 

2.Parameter 

sensitivity analysis 

3.Parameter sweep 

for optimized 

parameter set 

4.Noise analysis 

Fig. Insights into the black box: 

“[ ]” stands for concentration; 

“k” stands for RNA reaction constant 

Note: In Comparator , km2=0. 
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t simulation time  min 

[m],[s] current concentration of mRNA,sRNA  nM 

NOTE: 1/Supposing the volume of E. coli is 1μm
3
,1 molecule in cell means 1.67nM in 

terms of concentration. 

2/In Comparator,km2=0. 

3/It’s rational to assumpt that 

*Is it feasible? 

In this ternary system,there are at least 6 parameters uncertain,we verified the feasibility of 

constructing such a device through ODE simulation using parameter set from previous researches, 

fortunately,it is viable theoretically within the affordable parameter range in cell, and the  

apparent enough with the presence of noise. 

Comparator(km2=0) Ratio sensor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Comparator 

For comparator, simple conclusions could be drawn: 

                        When as1/as2>1, [m]steady state=0； 

                        When as1/as2<1, [m]steady-state=60 

Considering the mechanism of comparator as a molecular titration,we also expect a 

ultra-sensitivity behavior at the switch point(as1/as2=1),which will contribute to the “comparing” 

decision-making behavior. 

 

*Ratio sensor 

For ratio sensor, A apparent peak can be observed when as1/as2=1. 



We run a supplementary simulation at point of as1:as2=1, making comparisons when as1:as2=1:1 

and as1:as2=1:2(Fig.3), 

 

 

 

 

Discussion The three differential equations are established based on Erel Levine et al and we have 

made a further development. In addition, our model has changed from the one for single 

interaction between sRNA and mRNA to the one for three kinds of interaction (s1RNA and 

s2RNA, s1RNA and mRNA, s2RNA and mRNA ). Therefore the latter model would come as a 

meaningful example for researchers to explore more interactions among RNAs. Of course, we can 

get the model, to a large degree, due to the creative achievement of Erel Levine et al and others. 
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Parameter sensitivity analysis 

Aim:  To figure out the sensitive parameters in this ternary system. 

Steps: 

1. Parameter range determination; 

2. Use local sensitivity method to analyze theoretically; 

3. Determine vital parameters for parameter sweep; 

Brief results:  

sRNA::mRNA binding rate(km) and mRNA degradation rate(βm) are both sensitive parameters.  

 

 

 

Fig.3 



Among the six parameter, which one is important? 

We need to figure out which parameter is playing significant role in this ternary system,then we 

will try to further our optimization of our parameter set we found in ODE equations. 

 

{
 
 

 
 
d[s1]

dt
= αs1 − β

s1
[s1] − ks[s1][s2] − km1[s1][m]

d[s2]

dt
= αs2 − β

s2
[s2] − ks[s1][s2] − km2[s2][m]

d[m]

dt
= αm − β

m
[m] − km1[s1][m] − km2[s2][m]

 

 

Name Given Value for Sensitivity Analysis Ways Could Be Adjusted 

αs 20 nM/min Change vector copy number; 

Control through inducer gradient. 

αm 10 nM/min Change vector copy number. 

βs 0.3 min
-1 

No way 

βm 0.1min
-1 

No way 

ks Ratio sensor:10 (nM*min)
-1 

Comparator: 

Artificial region design; 

error prone PCR. 

km Ratio sensor:0.2 (nM*min)
-1

 

Comparator: 

Small RNA scaffold selection. 

Note: Both the scaffolds of small RNA 1 and 2 is spot42,so it is reasonable to assume that the 

km, αs，βs are the same for both small RNAs and the ratio sensor aim curve reaches 

peak when αs1/αs2=1:1. 

 

 

 

 

How the sensitivity coefficient is calculated? 

Local sensitivity analysis is a common approach that the sensitivity of a model output is performed 

by computing the first-order partial derivatives of the system output with respect to the input 

parameters, which can be viewed as the gradients around the multidimensional reference 

parameter space. 

 

The systems biology models discussed here is a system of ODE that is dependent on a certain 

parameter set p and initial conditions yi(0), which is 

 

Mathematically, the sensitivity coefficients are the first-order derivatives of model outputs with 

respect to the model parameters: 



 

Here we adopt finite difference approximation:  

 

 

 

Results 

*Comparator: 

Parameter sensitivity for comparator: βm> km>βs>αm 

 

The 2~4 columns are the indicator of sensitivity coefficient. 

sensitivity 

coefficient 

Indicator is [m]steady1:1 Indicator is [m]steady1:2 Indicator is slope 

αs 0.3171 0.0029 0.6283 

αm 5.5798 6.1364 1.1131 

βs 11.3603 3.7710 15.1768 

βm 193.8390 252.1770 116.6760 

ks 0.5610 0.1795 0.7630 

km 29.8262 9.0020 41.6483 

Note [m]steady1:1 means the steady state concentration of GFP::mRNA when αs1/α

s2=1:1; 

[m]steady1:2 means the steady state concentration of GFP::mRNA when αs1/α

s2=1:2; 

slope means the slope between [m]steady1:1 point(peak point) and [m]steady1:2  

point,as an indicator of response ultrasensitivity. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

*Ratio Sensor: 

Apperantly, km and βm both are sensitive parameters for ratio sensor. 

 

NOTE: 

The 2~4 columns are the indicator of sensitivity coefficient for different indicators. 

sensitivity 

coefficient 

Indicator is [m]steady1:1 Indicator is [m]steady1:2 Indicator is slope 

αs 0.5090 0.1438 0.5608 

αm 1.8397 0.2929 3.0935 

βs 0.5262 4.1036 7.1548 

βm 30.1086 0.4848 59.2477 

ks 0.6526 0.0014 1.3025 

km 66.4127 7.4288 117.9677 

  [m]steady1:1 means the steady state concentration of GFP::mRNA when αs1/α

s2=1:1; 

[m]steady1:2 means the steady state concentration of GFP::mRNA when αs1/α

s2=1:2; 

slope means the slope between [m]steady1:1 point(peak point) and [m]steady1:2  

point,,as an indicator of kurtosis. 
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Parameter sweep 

Aim: To discover the optimized ranges of important parameters. 

Steps: 

 

Brief Result: 

We determined the optimal parameter ranges for the ternary system, and selected a best parameter 

set for noise analysis. 

 

Why chose slope as an indicator? 

Slope is given by :   Slope= Δ[m]steady/Δratio=2* ([m]steady1:1 - [m]steady1:2) 

Comparator Ratio Sensor 

As an indicator of response ultrasensitivity; 

Slope means the slope between [m]steady1:1 

point(A  point) and [m]steady1:2  point(B 

point), 

As an indicator of kurtosis; 

Slope means the slope between [m]steady1:1 

point(A  point) and [m]steady1:2  point(B 

point). 

  

Also slope is not the only candidate indicator, the other indicator candidates weeded out are given 

below: 

Method Steps Cost 

half peak 

width 

1. yA represents ordinate value of peak point and compute it. 

2. Compute the two abscissa values with respect to ordinate value 
1

2
yA. 

3. Calculate difference value between the above two abscissa values. 

High for 

numerical 

method 

standard 

deviation 

1. Calculate n ordinate values when as1:as2 equals to n different 

values. 

2. Compute variance. 

High 

coefficient 

differentiation 

1. Calculate n ordinate values when as1:as2 equals to n different 

values. 

2. Compute variance and mean values. 

High 

Choose indicator Determine parameters for sweeping Computation, establish databases 

Draw projection heat maps Determine optimal parameter range 



3. Compute coefficient differentiation. 

kurtosis μ4

σ
4   calculate four order moment about the origin. 

High 

‘Sensitive’ does not means ‘important’ 

Sensitive does not means important, for sensitive parameters are fixed inherently and are not 

adjustable, always. 

We swept 4 parameters for the reasons given below: 

Name Sensitivity Value/Range 

while sweeping 

Reasons for sweep 

αs Ratio sensor:Low 

Comparator:Low 

30n Min/min as constant 

αm Ratio sensor:Low 

Comparator:Low 

0~30 nM/min It’s a fixed value due to constitute promoter 

selection.Highly adjustable through 

switching plasmids. 

βs Ratio sensor:Low 

Comparator:Low 

0.3 min
-1 

as constant 

βm Ratio sensor:Medium 

Comparator: High 

0~0.3 min
-1

 High sensitivity,through it’s fixed in cells. 

ks Ratio sensor:Low 

Comparator:Low 

0.1~100 

nM/min 

It’s highly adjustable through artificial 

region design. 

km Ratio sensor:High 

Comparator:Medium 

0.1~10 nM/min Due to the high sensitivity and the highly 

adjustable nature through small RNA 

scaffold selection. 

Note 

3-ODE

{
 
 

 
 
d[s1]

dt
= αs1 − β

s1
[s1] − ks[s1][s2] − km1[s1][m]

d[s2]

dt
= αs2 − β

s2
[s2] − ks[s1][s2] − km2[s2][m]

d[m]

dt
= αm − β

m
[m] − km1[s1][m] − km2[s2][m]

 

 

 

Establish parameter sweep database 

(4 parameters at the same time) 

We swept km,βm,αm, ks at the same time and collected 120,000 3-ODE steady-state datapoints by 

mass computation. 

For the database is a collection of 5-Dimensional data points, it’s rational to show the result in the 

format of projection on 2-D surface to indicate the relationship between slope and arbitrary 2 

parameters we swept.  

Comparator(slope vs. arbitrary 2 parameters) 



  

  

  

Ratio Senor(slope vs. arbitrary 2 parameters) 



  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Determine optimal parameter range 

 

We screened the database to get rid of unreasonable datapoints with restrictions: 

 Comparator Ratio Sensor 

Restrictions i) [m]steady1:1 (Peak points)>= 1.67 nM 

ii) ks / km =< 10 (investigation limitation) 

iii)slope >= 200  

iv) βm > 0 

i) [m]steady1:1 (Peak points)>= 1.67 nM 

ii) ks / km =< 10 (investigation limitation) 

iii)slope >= 20  

iv) βm > 0  

Optimal 

parameter 

range 

km 0.1~10 (nM*min)
-1

 km 0.1~0.63 (nM*min)
-1

 

ks 0.79~100 (nM*min)
-1 

ks 0.40~6.31 (nM*min)
-1 

βm 0.03~0.12 min
-1 βm 0.03~0.3 min

-1 

αm 24 ~30 nM/min αm 15 ~30 nM/min 

αs 30 nM/min αs 30 nM/min 

βs 0.3 min
-1 βs 0.3 min

-1 

ks/km 2.51~10 ks/km 3.98~10 

slope 200~262.79 slope 20~39.58 

Best 

parameter 

set 

km 10(nM*min)
-1

 km 0.1(nM*min)
-1

 

ks 100 (nM*min)
-1 

ks 0.79 (nM*min)
-1 

βm 0.03 min
-1 βm 0.03 min

-1 

αm 30 nM/min αm 30 nM/min 

αs 30 nM αs 30 nM 

βs 0.3 min
-1 βs 0.3 min

-1 

ks/km 10 ks/km 7.94 

slope 262.79 slope 39.58 

 

We will use the best parameter set to perform noise analysis. 

 

 

 

Noise analysis-model: 

Aim: to find out whether the system is steady. 

Steps: 1   Using the Gillespie algorithm to draw the stochastic picture. 

     2.   drawing the probability distribution figure (pdf) is to observe the result whether it is 

around the certainly value. 

     3.  computing the noise result 

     4.  comparing the noise result 

Model preparation： After having determined the parameter range, we would make the 

noise analysis.According to theoretical predictions elementary chemical reactions 

involved in biochemical processes exhibit substantial stochastic fluctuations when 

low numbers of reactant molecules are involved within the small volume of a living 

cell. The existence of significant stochastic fluctuations in biochemical processes 

has been confirmed by numerous experiments including tracking of individual protein 

molecules in individual cells in gene expression processes[Zhou L, Gregori G, 

Blackman J,Robinson J, Wanner B (2005) Stochastic activation of the response 



regulator PhoB by noncognate histidine kinases.J Integrative Bioinformatics 2: 11.] 

From that we could conclude the noise plays an important role in affecting the system 

and it is meaningful for us to have noise analysis. At the same time, we refer to 

the most classical Gillespie algorithm and lots of improvements have been made by 

later generation. For example, Sagar Indurkhya et al mentioned that Dynamic Monte 

Carlo methods are a common means of simulating the time-evolution of chemical 

systems.The Gillespie Algorithm (SSA) [1] is the standard algorithm for this process, 

and has inspired a variety of derivative methods that speed up computation, including 

the Optimized Direct Method (ODM) [2] and the Next Reaction Method (NRM) [3]. These 

methods, however, are still computationally costly. Speeding up the Gillespie 

Algorithm and related hybrid methods will likely play an important role in advancing 

the productivity of computational systems biology. We have not applied the improved 

method into our model to ensure that the algorithm would match our model to the 

largest degree, because during the model computation we gain much help from the 

internet center of our school. So, we still use the classical algorithm. 

 

Model assumption： It is more appropriate for us to use differential equations get 

a correct description, because there are large amounts of molecules(about 10
23
) in 

common chemical reactions. Differential equation, however, is not suitable for the 

biological and chemical reactions in biological systems. There are two main reasons: 

Firstly, a biological reaction involves much less molecules and the probability of 

reactant collision has decreased sharply, so there is a probability for collision. 

Secondly, the reactions are affected by the thermal fluctuation and enough 

activation energy is needed to make the reaction to happen even though the reactants 

collide together. But activation energy is also affected by thermal fluctuation and 

is stochastic. Therefore, stochastic process is an important way to describe 

biological and chemical reactions. For stochastic simulation, we use Gillespie 

algorithm. There are three reasons: 

1.The stochastic simulation algorithm is exact. 

2. A  stochastic  simulation  computer  program  will normally  require very  

little in  the  way  of  computer memory space. 

3.  In terms  of  the  “statistical  ensemble of systems” envisioned  in the  master 

equation approach, the  stochastic simulation  algorithm essentially  provides  us  with 

information on  the  time  behavior  of  individual  ensemble members, such as one  

would observe in an ideal laboratory experiment. 

The construction of model: Through the parameter data of parameter sweep, we get the 

following graphics by using Gillespie algorithm. ηij   is use to describe the noise.  

     where： 

                         ηij=
σij

<𝑋𝑖><𝑋𝑗>
 

σij stands for standard deviation and <Xi> represents the mean value 

if  i=j then  



ηi
2

=(
σi

<𝑋𝑖>
)
2

 

We can determine the value of ηi
2 

by getting the answers of its mean value and variance. 

Then, we can determine whether the parameter value is drown in noise by comparing the value 

of noise to the 5 times of the difference m equlibrium value between as1:as2=1:1 and 

as1:as2=1:2. 

Ratio sensor 

To get how the system behaves in the stochastic regime, we plotted the mRNA and sRNA 

molecule numbers as function of time(at left). Then we obtain the histogram(at right) The 

histogram make clear that the mean is around the mean, thus we can conclude that the 

system is stable.  Since the numbers of mRNA molecules do not jump between two or 

more distinct values we can assume that the system is not bistable or multistable.  



 Figure 1: the parameters which is from the parameter sweep are used in the Gillespie algorithm  

the left are the sRNA and mRNA change with time goes by. The right are the mRNA of probability 

distribution frequency (pdf) 



The respective mean value and variance are shown as follows: 

 

then we caculate the noise : 

 

 

From the table2 , we can conclude that the noise almost the same. And the mean of 

mRNA>>difference value between as1:as2=1 .At the same time, the mean of mRNA>>difference 

value between as1:as2=1 and 2. So when as1:as2 is equal to 1:1,the equilibrium concentration 

isn’t drown the noise.  

 

 Comparator: 

We have done the same thing in the comparator. The differences are the km and ks , which 

values are from the parameter sweep.  

 

 

 

sRNA occur rate 

Mean Variance 

mRNA sRNA mRNA sRNA 

as1:as2=0.5 407.97 0.93 778.98 0.95 

as1:as2=1 672.42 0.65 1828.7 0.8 

as1:as2=2 924.25 0.50 3231.5 0.6 

sRNA occurring rate mRNA sRNA 

as1:as2=0.5 0.0040 1.10 

as1:as2=1 0.004 1.66 

as1:as2=2 0.004 2.4 

Table 2: From the table, We can conclude that the noise is very small and it’s nearly the same 

when as1:as2 equal 0.5 and as1:as2 equal 2 .it’s fit the ode equations. 

Table 1:using the Gillespie algorithm, we get the mean and variance when as1:as2 equal to 

0.5,1,2. 

as1:as2=1:1 

a1:a2=2:1 

as1:as2=1:1 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

then we compute the noise: 

 

 

 

 

Then we calculate the noise value 

From the table 4 ,we can observe that the mean of mRNA>>difference value between 

as1:as2=1 and 0.5.At the same time, the mean of mRNA>>difference value between as1:as2=1 

and 2. So when as1:as2 is equal to 1:1,the equilibrium concentration isn’t drown the noise.  

Conclusion: 

      By using the noise analysis, we can conclude that the mRNA isn’t drawn the noise,. that’s  

by simulating the real organism, our model also meets the requirements to design the 

experiment.  

 

 

 

sRNA occur rate 

Mean Variance 

mRNA sRNA mRNA sRNA 

as1:as2=0.5 397.6 0.83 804.78 0.85 

as1:as2=1 695.2 0.57 1943.87 0.64 

as1:as2=2 1018.58 0.43 3849.35 0.51 

sRNA occurring rate mRNA sRNA 

as1:as2=0.5 0.0051 1.271 

as1:as2=1 0.004 1.97 

as1:as2=2 0.0037 2.76 

  

 

 

as1:as2=1:1 

as1:as2=1:1 

Figure 2: the same principle is used the comparator. the left are the sRNA and mRNA change with 

time goes by. The right are the mRNA of probability distribution frequency (pdf) 

 

Table 3:Using the Gillespie algorithm, we get the mean and variance values when as1:as2 equal 

to 0.5,1 

Table 4: From the table, We can conclude that the noise is also very small .  

 


